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Road widening to accommodate trucks
22. The intersection layout for Grange Road in the Applicant’s new proposal, included in Attachment
6 of Langwell’s evidence, indicates that these curb extensions will be removed to widen the road
by 2.5m to accommodate trucks. This will increase the crossing distance and remove the
protection, benefiting the Applicant at the cost of pedestrian safety.
23. No pedestrian safety island is proposed on Grange Road because it would impede truck traffic
so pedestrians will be required to cross Grange Road in one movement, with vehicle traffic
having priority. Given the risk to pedestrians, a safety island should be provided but again the
Applicant is prioritising its interests over the safety of pedestrians.
24. The fact Grange Road cannot accommodate both truck traffic and a pedestrian safety island is
yet further confirmation that the proposed site is unsuitable for a large supermarket
development.
25. Drivers turning right into Grange Road from Dominion Road will be subject to long delays,
making them more likely to attempt risky manoeuvres, at speed, increasing the risk of collisions
with pedestrians.
26. To address this risk, the Applicant proposes a speed table. However, as has been well canvassed
in the various transport reports, speed tables are designed to slow vehicles down, not to aid
pedestrians in crossing the road. In fact, they are dangerous for pedestrians, as they create
confusion as to who has priority, with some pedestrians wrongly believing that a speed table
gives them priority and stepping into the path of traffic.
27. The Applicant’s new proposal will have an adverse effect on pedestrian safety on Grange Road
that is more than minor.
Danger to life and wellbeing from right-turning crashes remains
28. The increased risk of right-turning vehicle crashes on Dominion Road arising from the
development, identified by Auckland Transport, Harrison Grierson, Stantec, Eden We Love and
residential submitters, remains under the Applicant’s new proposal.
29. Further evidence comes from a crash involving a car turning right out of Grange Road, which
occurred on Thursday, 22 July at approximately 6pm. The lives and wellbeing of the Mt Eden
community and road users are at stake. The accident reaffirms that this is an extremely serious
safety issue.
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30. Langwell’s evidence confirms that right turning traffic will be subject to long delays, leading to
drivers becoming frustrated and more likely to attempt risky turns.
31. In the ITA, in relation to Scenario A, the Applicant noted that delays of this nature are:
“… likely to have a detrimental effect on road safety and in particular the safety of
motorcyclists and pedestrians also using the intersections. Drivers that are faced with
lengthy delays while waiting turn will tend to take smaller gaps in traffic and turn at high
speeds. Each of these factors can lead to drivers ignoring other vulnerable users and further
crashes occurring.” (ITA page 32, Section 6.2.1)
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45. In addition, Stantec samples indicate a trip generation rate higher than 11 is likely and
appropriate, while Harrison Grierson has suggested a rate of 17.9 would be a robust approach
based on Waka Kotahi’s Research Report 453 trip rate (HG Review dated 6 July 2021, page 8).
46. A trip generation rate of 11 is clearly at the bottom of the possible range. The Applicant has not
provided any reasonable justification for adopting such a low rate.
47. According to the Evidence of Todd Langwell dated 23 June 2021, he has been involved in more
than 30 supermarket projects, including 21 New World and Pak’n Save supermarkets, with most
of them located in Auckland, either on key arterial roads or within mixed use developments.
Based on his extensive experience and expertise, together with Foodstuff’s knowledge and
experience, it would be reasonable to expect that the trip generation rate used in the ITA was
accurate.
48. TPC used a trip generation rate of 15 for the New World Pukekohe ITA.
49. In the New World Pukekohe ITA (11 May 2017, Section 5.1, page 14), TPC stated that the use of
public transport or walking and cycling is typically not a feasible option for supermarket
shopping trips.
"5. Travel characteristics of the proposed supermarket
Section 5.1 Travel modes and locational characteristics
The main characteristics of a modern supermarket from a transportation perspective are
that supermarkets attract large volumes of customers, who make regular visits to purchase
significant quantities of groceries and other household items. Whilst cross-shopping (and
therefore shared trips) can and should be encouraged wherever possible, the fact remains
that a large proportion of supermarket shopping trips are and will continue to be solepurpose trips.
The need to transport large quantities of goods between the supermarket and (generally)
home means that the private vehicle is realistically the only practical alternative for many
grocery shopping trips, and the use of public transport or walking and cycling is typically not
a feasible option.
The result is that supermarkets generate relatively high levels of traffic movement on the
road network, which means that they need to be located where the road network is able to
accommodate increased volumes of traffic in and around the site with no more than minor
impact on the transport environment, or where appropriate mitigation measures can be
introduced (such as road widening, intersection signalisation, etc) in order to properly deal
with potential effects."
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50. As TPC says, cars are the only practical alternative for most supermarket shopping trips. The use
of public transport or walking and cycling is typically not feasible. This is because it is impractical
to carry heavy shopping bags any distance or exposed to the weather.
51. This certainly applies to Countdown Mt Eden. The store has a large number of car parking
spaces available but, as any Mt Eden resident will attest to, in the peak trading hours the car
parking spaces are fully utilised.
52. Foodstuffs has stated in a presentation at a public meeting that it expects to draw customers to
the store from a 5km radius. Obviously, these customers will travel to the site by private vehicle.
53. Reducing the vehicle trip generation to the bottom of the range is inconsistent with the impact
of the ‘click and collect’ offer on vehicle trip generation. Click and collect will generate
significant additional trips of a relatively sort duration.
The proposed parking provision is inconsistent with a reduction in supermarket trip generation
rate to 11
54. Langwell’s evidence (Beca Memo page 3) claims “that parking supply for the supermarket in this
development is 21% lower than other New World supermarkets in Auckland, reflecting the
expectation that private car trip generation will also be lower.” As set out below, this claim
cannot be substantiated. On the contrary, I believe the parking supply for this development is
higher than the other developments. This fits with the Applicant’s expectation that it will draw
customers from a 5km radius and with the fact the development is almost totally car centric.
55. Langwell’s evidence (Beca Memo page 11) claims that the proposed development provides 110
parking spaces for the supermarket. This claim was not made in the ITA and does not accord
with the Applicant’s previous statements regarding car parking or its expected trip generation
from small retail/commercial activities, and the co-working office space. 110 carparking spaces
equates to a parking ratio of 23 or 1 space per 23m2 GFA. I believe it understates the carparking provision.
56. The ITA stated (page 25, Section 4.4) that there will be 177 parking spaces on Level 00, that will
serve the proposed supermarket, small retail/commercial activities, and the co-working office
space. The Applicant has stated that its policy will be that anyone can use any of the 177 parking
spaces, noting that there is separate residential car parking on Level 1 and there will be no staff
parking on-site.
57. The trip generation rates in Langwell’s evidence (Attachment 3: Flow Transportation
Memorandum, page 4, Table 1) indicate that in the Weekend Midday Peak there will only be 25
small retail/commercial trips and no commercial office trips. This equates to 12.5 vehicle visits
so approx. 164 of the 177 car parking spaces will be available for supermarket shoppers.
58. The trip generation rates in Langwell’s evidence (Attachment 3: Flow Transportation
Memorandum, page 4, Table 2) indicate that in the Weekday Evening Peak there will be 58 small
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77. Notably, the Applicant applied for a suspension on 9 July 2021, when there was only 8 working
days until the Panel was due to make its decision, on 21/07/2021.
The Applicant’s proposal to implement Scenario D – Refined is a new proposal
78. Aware that it cannot make new proposals at the end of the application process, the Applicant
has tried to portray its new transportation proposal as an existing proposal made in the ITA,
naming it “Scenario D – Refined”.
79. This is not valid, obviously. The Applicant’s proposal to implement traffic signals at the Prospect
Terrace/ Dominion Road intersection and maintain a single lane from Grange Road onto
Dominion Road is a new proposal. There are at least three reasons supporting that conclusion.
The Application did not propose to implement Scenario D
80. First, the Applicant did not submit a proposal to implement Scenario D in its Application.
81. On the contrary, in the ITA submitted, Scenario D was rejected by the Applicant as unsafe and
unviable due to excessive queuing and delays:
“6.2.4 SCENARIO D – PM peak
The model shows large increases in delays and queue lengths on both Prospect Terrace and
Grange Road, extending back to, past and within the site, to the point where the site would
effectively be unable to function.” (ITA, page 37)
“6.3.3 SCENARIO D – Saturday peak
Again, the model predicts significant increases in delay and queuing on the side roads during
the Saturday peak periods.” (ITA, page 42)
The Applicant’s new proposal is materially different to Scenario D in the ITA
82. Second, the Applicant’s new proposal maintains a single lane on Grange Road, which makes it
materially different to Scenario D of the ITA and means it can be expected to have greater
adverse traffic delay and queuing effects than Scenario D of the ITA.
83. Maintaining a single lane on Grange Road is necessary to alleviate pedestrian safety concerns
arising from a second lane but it means that vehicles turning right into Dominion Road - a
difficult manoeuvre subject to long delays - will block vehicles turning left into Dominion Road,
causing longer queues and delays on Grange Road. I know that turning right into Dominion Road
from Grange Road is dangerous and subject to delays because I perform this manoeuvre
regularly and it is often hairy!
84. Third, the Applicant’s new proposal is materially different to Scenario D in the ITA because it is
based on a completely different set of modelling assumptions. Given:
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(1) the Applicant rejected signalisation of the Prospect Terrace/ Dominion Road intersection in
the ITA on the basis that it was completely unworkable; and
(2) the Applicant’s new proposal is handicapped by the change to a single lane on Grange Road,
the only way the Applicant stood any chance of achieving its desired outcome was to make
wholesale changes to the assumptions in the model. As set out in Section 1 above, it failed,
nonetheless.
Using the suspension process to submit a new transportation proposal results in unreliable
outcomes and is invalid
85. The distortions and contortions created by the Applicant using the suspension process to submit
a new transportation proposal, prepared hastily to achieve a very narrowly defined, predetermined outcome, are readily apparent from:
(1) the Applicant, in its evidence, attempting to compare the outcomes of its new proposal to
Scenario B, despite the correct comparator being its Base Case (existing + consented). Also,
Scenario B is non-comparable because it was developed based on a completely different set
of assumptions to those used in the new proposal;
(2) the fact the Applicant has changed the assumptions in the model to such a ‘favourable’
extent that the modelling is now achieving perverse outcomes; the evidence claims that
adding the development traffic to the transport network and traffic signals to the Prospect
Terrace/Dominion Road intersection will, in the Thursday PM Peak, reduce journey times
along Dominion Road for buses and general traffic and reduce queues on Prospect Terrace;
and
(3) the complete lack of credibility attaching to the Applicant’s new proposal when the
conclusion it reaches:
(a) is not supported by the Applicant’s own evidence, which establishes that Scenario D –
Refined is not viable or safe in the Saturday peak (see Section 1);
(b) completely contradicts the ITA results regarding the viability and safety of traffic signals
on Prospect Terrace in the Weekday PM peak (see Section 4);
(c) relies on changes the Applicant has made to the model to achieve a very specific, predetermined outcome.
86. In short, the integrated transport assessment and the Application have descended into farce and
the Applicant’s new transportation proposal is not valid and cannot be relied upon. The
Application fails.
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STANTEC’S 360 DOMINION ROAD – TRANSPORT ASSESSMENT REVIEW 30 AUGUST 2021

